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Hello {{Recipient.FirstName}},

We're excited to share some updates with you. In this edition, we introduce you to the new Waterproof Pro-
Flex LP and Proprio Feet, and our exciting feature in the global health campaign by Reuters'. We also
share expressions of interest open for Mobility Clinic on the Snow, a wrap from Mobility Clinic in Melbourne
and Touch Solutions Announcements. 
 

In this edition:    

Waterproof Solutions Upgrades: Pro-Flex LP, Proprio and Unity
Global Health Campaign by Reuters
Mobility Clinic on the Snow 2023
Mobility Clinic 2023
Touch Solutions Announcements

Waterproof Solutions Upgrades
 

Pro-Flex LP®
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The Pro-Flex LP is now waterproof and submersible in freshwater,
salt water and chlorinated water. 

The well-designed and lightweight anatomical foot cover features a
steady-grip sole for barefoot stability on wet or slick surfaces and a
sandal-clamping toe for a range of footwear including flipflops.
 

Jump In

 

Proprio Foot®

The Waterproof Proprio Foot®  is now available!

The foot has been improved to offer a more robust design that is easier
to use with longer battery life. These recent improvements
accommodate the needs of a broad range of users and lifestyles. 

Dive In

 
 

Unity for Pro-Flex LP and Proprio 
 

We are also excited to announce upgraded waterproof versions of Unity for Proprio and Unity for Pro-

Flex LP. The improvements made to the product to get it to this rating involve new coating on the Unity

housing as well as minor design change on the housing, where edges were changed from chamfer to

fillet.

 
Global Health Campaign by Reuters
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The Global Health Campaign, hosted by Reuters.com, is tackling this question head-on with
ground-breaking documentaries that showcase the latest innovations in healthcare and we at

Össur are proud to be one of the companies featured.

We are excited to share our sustainability journey and commitment to improving the health and
well-being of people worldwide.

 
Watch the Video

  Mobility Clinic on the Snow 2023 
The Mobility Clinic on the Snow is a 3-day clinic and will give amputees the opportunity to learn

and practice basic snow sport skills, including skiing, snowboarding, or sit skiing. We are
pleased to partner once again with the amazing team at DWA. 

 

We encourage you to let your clients know about the event and to express their interest to
attend! They can find more information on our website linked below, or through our social

media accounts such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram!
 

Expressions of Interest
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 Mobility Clinic 2023 
The Össur Mobility Clinic 2023, was held in Essendon, Victoria on Monday 17 and Tuesday 18

April and was an outstanding event!
 

Over 100+ attendees had the opportunity to unlock their #LifeWithoutLimitations and learn
basic, intermediate and comprehensive mobility techniques. The clinic featured a variety of

sports activities, including Taekwondo, Yoga, Lawn Bowls, and more, for all amputees,
regardless of age or ability, to participate in and enjoy.

 

Read More Here

 
T h S l ti A t
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Touch Solutions Announcements
 
White i-Limb® Skin Contour Cover - Now Available!
A new white cover will be included as part of the i-Limb hand package at no additional cost as one of the
options for the 6 standard covers, and will also be available separately. Based on market feedback, a white
i-Limb covering is now available.  The white i-Limb Skin Contour covers will be painted by the Livingskin
team following a similar process to the i-Limb Skin Natural process, but in a single white colour.  

Removal of car charger from i-Digits kits
Following the removal of the car charger from i-Digits kits, it was determined that the car charger would
also be removed from i-Limb hand packages. Market feedback revealed that car chargers are not typically
utilised by end-users since the batteries are intended to last a full day. The car chargers will no longer be
included in kits effective immediately but will remain available to order separately.     
 

Touch Here

Customer Care
Reach our customer care team below

E-Mail

Meet the team

 
Össur ANZ

Sydney: 26 Ross St, North Parramatta, NSW 2151 | 1300 123 268

Melbourne: 9 Market Dr, Bayswater North, VIC 3153 | 1300 123 268

Auckland: 6/80 Westpoint Dr, Hobsonville, Auckland, 0618 | 0800 369 524

 
www.ossur.com.au | www.ossur.co.nz
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